
   
100% Deposit Bonus   

Terms & Conditions    

   

Introduction    

1. The website (https://gfmarketsllc.com/) is operated by a Group of companies which includes GF  

Markets LLC. GF Markets LLC (our “Company”) is a registered company in Saint Vincent and the 

Grenadines, with registration number 226LLC2019 and registered address is First Floor, First St Vincent 

Bank Ltd Building James Street Kingstown.    

2. The “Deposit Bonus” Terms and Conditions is an integral part of the “GF Market Terms and  

Conditions” and provisions set herein are considered as an annex of all “GF Markets Client Agreement – 

Terms & Conditions of Business”.    

Specific “Deposit Bonus” Terms    

A. GF Markets Deposit Bonus credits (hereinafter, "Promotion") begin on 01/01/2023 and will run 

indefinitely, until GF Markets (hereinafter, "Company") determines otherwise.    

B. The Promotion is available to all new and existing live account holders who deposit $100 or more 

from January 1st, 2023, indefinitely (hereinafter, "Participants").    

C. The Deposit Bonus will be credited (as Credit) to the participant's live account for each deposit 

above $100, up to a total amount of $1,000 deposit.    

D. Participants can claim the 100% deposit bonus following their deposit (above $100)    

E. The validity period for this offer is 90 days from the day the 100% Deposit Bonus was added to 

the account.    

F. If a participant has deposited several times more than $1000, receiving multiple Deposit Bonuses 

in the same account, then the lot requirements for all received bonuses must be covered.    

G. The 100% deposit bonus is for trading purposes only; it can’t be lost nor withdrawn.   

H. Withdrawal of your full balance (if any) during the Conversion Period will result in the bonus 

being removed. To proceed with withdrawing your full balance, please ensure all trades have 

been closed and then simply email your request to info@gfmarkets.com    

   

   



   

I. At any time if the Equity is equal or below the Credit amount, all open positions will be closed 

automatically, and the Deposit Bonus removed.   

J. The Deposit Bonus is available on all account types   

K. GF Markets can provide the Terms and Conditions in any language other than English. The 

translated version of the Terms and Conditions is for informational purposes only and is not 

legally binding. If there is any conflict or inconsistency between the English version and the 

translated version of the Terms and Conditions, English will be the prevailing and predominant 

version.    

L. The Company reserves the right to disqualify any participant for suspected violation of the Terms 

and Conditions of the Deposit Bonus.    

M. The Company reserves the right to change the Terms of the Campaign or cancel it at any time.   

   

Example: 100% deposit Bonus    

1. Deposit and 100% credit added    

2. Floating profit in equity    

3. Floating loss in equity    

4. Closed Profit added to balance    

5. When Equity < or = credit: Credit is removed   

Risk Warning    

Our products are traded on margin and carry a high level of risk; thus, it is highly possible to lose all your 

capital. These products may not be suitable for everyone, and you should ensure that you understand 

the risks involved. Forex and CFD trading involve a significant risk to your invested capital.    

Please read and ensure you fully understand the risks involved.   

   


